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Changing Attitudes To Punishment
"Is it OK to hit a child at least once in their lifetime?”—asked a Bangladeshi parent in a post on social media.
Ending corporal punishment of children: Time for action is now!
The latest data from a study looking at how much parents still physically discipline their children shows the practice still remains common despite a
drop in its use over the past 15 years.
Smacking children doesn't work, researcher says, but new study suggests many Kiwi parents still for it
The commonwealth was once the epicenter of executions. Now the first former Confederate state has abandoned the practice. How a small group of
activists helped turn the tide against capital punishment ...
How Virginia’s Death Penalty Finally Ended
State and federal governments have invested heavily in family violence prevention. However, one area of violence prevention has until now been
overlooked. A growing body of research has found a ...
Corporal punishment in childhood directly linked to involvement in partner violence in adulthood
Reward and punishment were how my parents expressed love. I used to perceive it as normal. I learned early that love meant exclusion, conditions,
and pain. The punishment was certainly effective in ...
Reward & Punishment: how to break this Invisible Pattern in our Relationships.
A growing body of research has found a consistent link between experiencing corporal punishment from a parent and going on to be involved in
partner violence in adulthood.
Why Australia should ban parents smacking children
Emerging research has found smacking has a similar effect on a child’s brain to that of abuse. It is more likely to lead to anti-social and aggressive
behaviours, which may lead to partner violence.
Higher chance of adulthood violence in people smacked as children
There is now a strong body of evidence showing a link between corporal punishment as a child and later involvement in family violence, either as a
victim or perpetrator.
Evidence shows children who are smacked are more likely to be involved in partner violence in adulthood
Going from a life sentence at a state prison to freedom has sometimes been a struggle for Michelle Blair, but she says it's worth it to be free.
'Extremely hard': Former 'lifer' released from Washington prison faces challenges of starting over
Intimate partner violence is indisputably a crisis in Australia. State and federal governments have invested heavily in family violence prevention.
However, one area of violence prevention has until ...
The not-so-innocent koutala: Children spanked more likely to be involved in partner violence
Sammi Awuku has called on the government to exercise restraint in dealing with the people involved in galamsey.
Don't use a sledgehammer to whip galamseyers - Sammi Awuku tells gov't
Women are being forced to give birth in handcuffs, struggling to feed their new babies while they are shackled, and being made to labour with
Corrections officers in the room. Michelle Duff ...
Women are being forced to give birth in handcuffs, with prison officers in the room
Shifting perspectives is no easy task because news media has immense power to inform public discourse about drug use. Simply put, we urgently
need coverage that gives space to the most marginalized ...
Who is considered an expert? News reporting on drugs must do better
By the way, while you’re thinking about sending things to my desk, let’s raise minimum wage to $15 … .” This is especially significant in the midst of
this pandemic year, when the whole world has ...
Pandemic Lessons Learned
Paul Heckingbottom blasted the way Sheffield United lost the ball against Tottenham and said "nothing has changed" as regards his own future.
Heckingbottom rues Sheff Utd mistakes, says what needed to change
Meituan could provide investors with an opportunity to benefit from the growing momentum in China's e-commerce business.
Meituan: A Window To Buy In Before The Sword Of Damocles Falls
A collision repair industry analyst and post-repair inspectors this month offered auto body shops some interesting considerations about redos — an
issue CCC data ...
Rethinking attitude toward customer bring-backs, redos might help with CSI, PRI
Perhaps taking a cue from Kenyan MPs who are known for demanding all manner of privileges, the Ugandan Parliament has sparked public outrage
with its plan to spend UGSh50 (KSh1.5 million) on funerals ...
Expensive sendoff: Uganda MPs demand lavish State burials and only the best coffins
Chelsea forced Manchester City to put their Premier League title party on hold on Saturday, winning 2-1 to boost their own chances of a top-four
finish in a dress rehearsal for the Champions League ...
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